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The classic retelling of Kerouac's last big road trip. Kerouac's candid and definitive insider's
record of the key figures and events surrounding the Beat Generation, 'Desolation Angels' had
gained a reputation as an underground classic long before publication in 1964. Told through the
character of Kerouac's fictional alter ego, Jack Duluoz, the novel follows the story of his last
legendary road trip, accompanied by his thinly-disguised Beat counterparts, Allen Ginsberg,
Gregory Corso and William Burroughs. From California to Mexico and on to opium-ridden
Tangiers, Kerouac chronicles the frenetic parties, the drink and the drugs, the poetry and the
mountain vigils with unsurpassable energy.

About the AuthorJack Kerouac(1922-1969), the central figure of the Beat Generation, was born
in Lowell, Massachusetts, in 1922 and died in St. Petersburg, Florida, in 1969. Among his many
novels are On the Road, The Dharma Bums, Big Sur, and Visions of Cody.
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Jack Kerouac: Road Novels 1957-1960: On the Road / The Dharma Bums / The Subterraneans /
Tristessa / Lonesome Traveler / Journal Selections (Library of America)



Spunk Monkey, “ON THE ROAD...with Mom. This book may come as a real shock to those
whom have a preconcieved notion about what the "Beats" were all about, and it may also be a
shock for those more familiar with the jubilant ecstatic life affirmations of On The Road or even
The Dharma Bums.In this book Jack goes on the road (with Mom), has sex with a fourteen year
old mexican prostitute, meets up with a Neal (Cody) whom is a far fly from his On the Road days
and is tied down with a wife + three kids and a job, meets Salidore Dali + William Carlos
WIlliams + Carl Sandburg, gets his book published, is constantly compulsively depressed, has a
paradigmatic consciousness flip after a huge dose of opium, meets up with junkie Burroughs in
Tangiers (whom is lovelorn over Ginsburg), and kicks Buddhism down a notch for a more
hardcore return to Christianity.As others have noted, this book follows directly after the Dharma
Bums and that book should be read first. What follows is Jack's experiences on the mountain
which, contrary to his expectations in Dharma Bums, is almost like a nightmare prison
sentence.After he leaves the mountain, we enter into the first half of the book (his return to
California), which is a bit ponderous and slow (but never boring). We are treated to a tortureous
description of his day of betting at a race track with Neal and Corso.The book picks up speed
bigtime when he goes back on the road and then travels internationally.His prose is brilliant and
poetic and his observations remarkable and I think this book is brilliant; but it is also
tremendously sad, deeply frusterated and lost, spiritually drained and destitute, and there is little
ecstacy to be had. By the end of the book, and with the return of his compulsive obsession with
Christianity, one can really sense the beginning of his psychosis and alcoholism and mommy
obsession which would spell his death by age fourty seven.I'm not sure to whom this book
should be recommended- for I'm not sure who would care about this descent of an icon for joy. It
should definetly be read by those whom have read On the Road and the Dharma Bums, but also
by those whom think that the counter cultural movements were all done by joy seeking thrill
addicts without a care in the world. After reading this book, it would seem that caring is
something that was not is short supply amongst these bands of fellow travelers on the way.Also,
those whom felt that the beats were all leftist radicals, anarchists and communists would be very
suprised to read in this book that Jack almost seems like a rightist in many regards. He reads a
book on the atrocities of communism on the mountain, he constantly is remarking about
totalitarian regimes (in particular- Russia), brings up Mao (at a time when some on the left felt he
may have been a hero and the crimes against "reactionaries" hadn't yet come into light) and
Castro (while others went off to visit Cuba jack said "I'm not concerned with the Cuban
Revolution, I'm concerned with the American Revolution.") and even Zapata is discussed in
negative diatribes. He was also a fan of Ike. He spends far more time bitching about leftist than
he does about rightists. He also has some special scorn put aside for the common hipster, the
mass of "beats" whom came after.Very moving, sad, beautiful, profound, funny, poetic- a
treasure from a real man at the start of his turn into a caricature by the mass media. By the end,



when he drags his mother to california and he doesn't have hardly a nickel, he truely does seem
like a little boy lost, crushed still by the death of his brother Gerard and his father whom he
found, crushed by all the love lost, by all the dreams evaporated.Evey place he goes, he believes
that happiness may lie at the next stop- but once he gets there, there is only sadness once
again. At first he wants to return to the mountain on which he'd felt so trapped, but by the end of
the book, he just wants to return to the womb.”

T. M. Johnson, “Buddha Leaves the Mountain to Walk Up and Down in the Earth and To and Fro
in It.... I live two counties south of Desolation Peak six miles below the U.S./Canadian border in
Washington State. When I learned Jack Kerouac spent sixty-five days manning the peak's fire
lookout in 1956 and wrote about his experiences there, I wanted to read them. Desolation
Angels is Kerouac's account of his time in the rugged North Cascades, but I found the book to
be much, much more than that.For the reader who expects to read about fire lookout culture,
routines, and working for the U.S. Forest Service, as I did, Desolation Angels is a letdown. Of the
six chapters in the two section format, only the first couple address Kerouac's impressions and
experiences of his time on Desolation Peak and the North Cascades Wilderness. Although the
"Beat" author stated the motive for his remote summer employment was to have a "spiritual"
adventure--come down from the mountain an enlightened man--he intended to be paid for his
time and to use this pay to fund further adventures in the country and abroad. Aside from
Kerouac's frequent stare-downs with Mt. Hozomeen, participation in shortwave chatter, and a
night spent recording lightning strikes, most of "Desolation in Solitude" is a lament about how he
yearns to "...go where there's lamps and telephones, and rumpled couches with women on
them, where there're rich thick rugs for toes, where the drama rages all unthinking for after all
would That-Which-Passes--Through-Everything ask for one or the other?--What'm I gonna do
with snow...?" The second chapter, "Desolation in the World," shares his return to the world from
the wilderness. Once off the mountain, Kerouac sets out to travel and seek those adventures he
fantasized about during his sixty-five days on Desolation Peak: first to San Francisco, then
Mexico City, off to New York, and finally abroad to Tangiers, Paris, and London.Much of the book
is written in typical Kerouac stream of consciousness style--as if James Joyce had converted to
Buddhism. His mystic, frenetic musings leave the reader breathless and puzzled at times, but in
the midst of these bursts of "enlightenment," Kerouac's "imaginary gardens," (in the words of
poet Marianne Moore) have "real toads" in them, stories that reveal Kerouac's true self, his
insightful profiles of friends and adventures:the author's killing of a mouse in his lookout cabin,
the Mexican City brothel and the fourteen year-old prostitute who charges him three pesos for
her services, his description of and relationship with the beautiful Alyce Newman, the author
"Bull" Hubbard, the nightspots of San Francisco and New York, the "jazz" joints, the exotic
ambience of Morocco and Tangiers, and concludes the book with a narrative of the trip cross
country with his mother as he moves her from Florida to Berkeley.What makes Desolation
Angels a novel, I'm not sure. Kerouac's Buddhist ramblings, perhaps? The characters' "fictional"



names? To me, the book is a thinly veiled cosmopolitan "On the Road": Cody Pomeray is Neal
Cassady, the Beat gang's savant chauffeur; Irwin Garden, Allen Ginsburg (his book of poetry
"Howling"); Raphael, the poet Gregory Corso; Bull Hubbard, William Burroughs ("The Nude
Supper?"); Julien, Lucius Carr. The author's girlfriend Alyce Newman is the Joyce Johnson
whose introduction is included in this edition. And Jack Duluoz is Kerouac himself.Kerouac
saved the best of Desolation Angels for last. In the book's final pages the author's moving
portrayal of his mother (Memere) during their cross country trip to Berkeley is most telling and
reveals a devoted, loving son whose prodigal behavior and capricious peregrinations riddle him
with guilt. What mother's son hasn't at times felt the same way?”

yoelarry, “Soul of the author. Kerouac's generational grand slam, 'On The Road' was followed
with probably several too many meager singles and doubles for his own literary good and that of
the once enchanted reader...however... besides 'Dharma Bums' I rate this "Desolation Angels' as
well worth reading, an inside look at the man, the life, the too Often desolate Soul that frantically
drove cross country and border and finally back to mamre's womb in search of the something he
spent volumes laying bare to the reader his own human tortured soul's frantic search and then
just finally resigning to the same inevitable permanent void of all we desolate Angels. It's a story
as old as man. But you'll come away with a good inside look at the soul of Jack Kerouac, the
writer who innovated a free new literary style and the man who as much as any other influenced
an entire generation and so changed the world.”

Chicago Mark, “if you like him, you'll like this. It's Jack Kerouac, if you like him, you'll like this. If
not, you won't. I enjoy the parts where he is on the mountain or traveling. When he's trying to
make sense of religion and stuff, it drags. It's interesting in that it takes place right before and as
"On the Road" is being published. You get a hint of the complete meltdown that is about to hit in
"Big Sur."”

Ebook Library Reader, “Desolation Angels. It started out slowly but became a very enjoyable
read.”

MLHarris, “My Personal Fav. Okay all you Kerouac buffs. I know you're gonna kill me for this; but
THIS and not 'On the Road' is my favorite book of his ever. Buy it, turn to p. 122 and read that.
Then go back to the front and begin. When finished, I challenge you to disagree with me.
Cheers!”

Donald J. Arndt, “Four Stars. A mostly sober Kerouac so you kind of get what was really inside
Jack”

Dano from Chelsea, “Kerouac doesn't disappoint. Tough and fun like the best of Jack's work.”



Ebook Library Reader, “Kerouac at his best.. Forget On The Road- this is Kerouac at his best.
Combining the spiritual philosophies of the Dharma Bums, the road and parties and seeking of
On The Road and the desolation and isolation of the human spirit in the abyss of nature of Big
Sur. To me, this is Jack's most accessible and balanced writing, not only for the content, but also
for his lyrical prose being at its finest. Genius!”

R. Fisher, “Not the cover shown. I have awarded four stars to the book - not Jack's best, and not
for the beginner, but an important part of the Kerouac journey.HOWEVER, I already own an old
and now yellowing edition of this book - I decided to replace it primarily on the basis that I liked
the cover design of the one shown, so, it was disappointing that the edition received had a
different cover (which I did not like). I cannot really be bothered with the hassle of returning it.”

John B, “Hit the road with Jack. I read this and other Jack Kerouac books when I was a teenager
and they blew me away. As a sixty four year old, I have started to re-read them and they still blow
me away. By the way, Big Sur is my favourite.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Great book - my favourite Kerouac novel”

The book by Homer has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 311 people have provided feedback.
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